Put a little "giddy-up" in your sales with Hotter than a Pistol™. This sassy new collection combines old-time photos with modern-day styling in a way that'll rustle up customers by the droves. It'll spur your sales in the right direction and keep you sittin' tall in the saddle all through the year.

**FAST FACTS:***

- Line size: 49 new designs
- Deluxe card size: 5½” x 7¼”
- Colorfully printed envelopes
- Cards feature full-color interiors
- Printed on recycled paper using soy-based inks
- GL = Glitter Embellished Card
- FS = Foil Stamped Card

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wholesale</th>
<th>Premium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deluxe</td>
<td>$9.90/unit of 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premium Deluxe</td>
<td>$11.85/unit of 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Premium cards feature two or more embellishments including foil, glitter, varnish, thermal inks, die-cuts, embossing and tip-ins.

These rough-ridin' ladies will have your sales roolin' 'tootin' hot!

_If the boot fits...Buy it in every color!_ Hope you get all that you want and more than you need! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  FS $3.29

_BDG14564_ If the boot fits...Buy it in every color! Hope you get all that you want and more than you need! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  FS $3.29

_If I'm out of Estrogen... and I have a gun...You're still hotter'n a pistol! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

_BDG14565_ If I'm out of Estrogen... and I have a gun...You're still hotter'n a pistol! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

_Exactly how much fun can we have... before we go to Hell?!!_ Leave it to us to find out! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

_BDG14566_ Exactly how much fun can we have... before we go to Hell?!! Leave it to us to find out! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

_"I used to be Snow White...but I drifted!" (Mae West) Remember when we were as pure as the driven snow? Me neither! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

_BDG14567_ "I used to be Snow White...but I drifted!" (Mae West) Remember when we were as pure as the driven snow? Me neither! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

_"A Cowgirl's best ammunition is her smile!" You shine brighter every year! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

_BDG14568_ A Cowgirl's best ammunition is her smile! You shine brighter every year! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

The R728 display sells 48 units of Classic or Deluxe cards, 12 units of Magnets and 8 units of Magnetic List Pads. Order W728HP for a display of Hotter Than a Pistol™ and unique header H806.

Wholesale investment as shown with 6 units Deluxe free offset. $736.95. Price will vary with product mix.

Find more designs in our Special Occasions section.
BDG14569 Is it hot out here… or is it just us, being incredible? Wishing you an incredible birthday! —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

BDG14570 The only thing better than a good friend… is a good accompanist! Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

BDG14571 Damn straight I go braless! It pulls all the wrinkles out of my face! Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

BDG14572 Big time Wishes! …to someone who doesn’t look a day over fabulous! Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  FS GL $3.95

BDG14573 It's not about age… it's about attitude! Cop an attitude and enjoy! Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

BDG14574 I’ve discovered the Fountain of Youth… and it looks and tastes a lot like vodka! Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

BDG14575 “You only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough!” (Mae West) Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

BDG14576 I’m dancing because it’s your birthday! Or possibly because of vodka. Cheers to You! —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

BDG14577 Sugar, you’re another year older? Well, doesn’t that just dull your pickle! Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

BDG14578 Mess with me… & you mess with the whole Trailer Park. …you’re well prepared for… insulting remarks…. so I’ll just stick with Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

BDG14579 Happy Birthday! To a Sassy, Sizzlin’, Sexy Southern Gal! You’re sure to go down in history as one of the best! —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

BDG14580 Darlin’, you’re how old? Aww… Bless Your Heart! Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

BDG14581 The trouble with trouble is that it starts out as FUN! Trouble. Find it, make it, get into it. Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

BDG14582 We’re at that really awkward age”…. right there between jailbait and cougar! Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

BDG14583 Sometimes I laugh so hard… tears run down my leg! Aren’t birthdays a pisser?! —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

BDG14584 Some of us have split personalities… One side loves chocolate, the other… wine! Better take care of both sides today… Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29

BDG14585 Why can’t all that cake just go to our… Boobs? Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.95

BDG14586 Let’s don’t think of them as chin hairs… they’re simply stray eyebrows! Happy Birthday —Shari Jenkins  GL $3.29
New

BDG14587 How in the hell did a 38C… become a 34 Long?!! Another year and you’re as perky as ever. Bitch. Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins GL $3.29

BDG14588 Sugar, aren’t you just the sweetest thang… evah? Why, you could charm the honey from a bee! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins GL $3.29

BDG14589 There are short-cuts to happiness, and dancing is one of them. Happiness becomes you! Have a wonderful birthday.—Shari Jenkins GL $3.95

BDG14590 Five Rules for Men…for a Happy Life!… Actually, those are the rules for how to live a short life! Enjoy Your Day—Shari Jenkins $3.29

BDG14591 We All Gotta Piece Of Crazy In Us… some of us a bigger piece than others! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins $3.29

BDG14592 In dog beers, I’ve only had one! Party till you’re tapped out! Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins $3.29

BDG14593 Birthday Greetings from the Wild West! …May your boots never pinch, your crops never fail… Happy Birthday—Shari Jenkins $3.29

FRG14594 “If God wanted us to have therapists, He wouldn’t have created good friends and chocolate.” You’re good for me. (And so is chocolate!)—Shari Jenkins GL $3.29

FRG14595 Good girls to heaven. Bad girls go everywhere! Thanks for being one helluva friend.—Shari Jenkins GL $3.29

FRG14596 “It is one of the blessings of old friends… that you can afford to be silly with them!” You’re the friend…not everyone is lucky enough to get.—Shari Jenkins FS GL $3.95

FRG14597 A True Friend…thinks you’re a good Egg…even if you are Half-Cracked! You always help me keep the sunny side up!—Shari Jenkins GL $3.29

AVG14599 Love may be blind…but marriage, now there’s an eye-opener! And yet… I still like what I see, and love you all the more. Happy Anniversary—Shari Jenkins $3.95

AVG14600 All marriages are happy. It’s the living together afterwards that causes all the problems. Seriously, Happy Anniversary—Shari Jenkins $3.29

CGG14601 “…if a girl wants to be a Legend, she should just go ahead & be one!” (Annie Oakley) Congratulations—Shari Jenkins GL $3.29

ECG14602 I believe if you wear pretty lipstick…sparkling jewelry, & fabulous shoes… you can kiss your troubles goodbye…—Shari Jenkins GL $3.29

ECG14603 The only instant messaging I use is my middle finger! Just say the word…I’d be more than happy to lend a hand.—Shari Jenkins GL $3.29

ECG14604 If you’ve reached the end of your rope…tie a knot & hang on! Or hang someone with it. That’s an option too.—Shari Jenkins GL $3.29

Deluxe Cards $2.95 to $3.95 Retail
5½" x 7¼"
1-800-525-0846

Friends/Care & Concern
Encouragement/Inspirational Words
Anniversary
Congratulations
Hotter Than a Pistol™

Cowgirls don’t follow a trail…
They Blaze one!!

Congratulations
—Shari Jenkins

Heard ya got a hitch in your git-a-long! Hope you’re up and about soon.—Shari Jenkins

Are you gonna Cowboy Up or just lie there & bleed?

Happy Retirement From The Whole Gang! Just one little request… take us along!

Thinking of You with Heartfelt Sympathy
—Shari Jenkins

Thank you so very much! I mean, come on, how nice are you?!
—Shari Jenkins

A note of thanks… Actually, you deserve a whole chorus!—Shari Jenkins

Congratulations! You may do whatever you were doing before, except now with your parents’ approval!

“Cowgirls don’t follow a trail… they Blaze one!!”

These sassy gals deliver a whole lot of “ya-hoo!” for less than $4 bucks each!

Fast Facts:
- 16 new designs
- Size: 2½” x 3¼”
- Strong, full-surface magnet
- Wholesale cost: $4.00/unit of 2
- Suggested retail: $3.95 each
- All sales final

Made in USA
**Magnetic List Pads**

**Fast Facts:**
- 5 new designs
- Size: 4" x 9", 60 sheets per pad
- Self-adhesive magnet included
- Printed on recycled paper using soy-based inks
- Wholesale cost: $5.00/unit of 2
- Suggested retail: $4.95 each
- All sales final

**MLP61708** At first it’s all fun & cheap thrills… & then he expects you to cook for him!—Shari Jenkins

**MLP61709** A Mother’s work is never done!—Shari Jenkins

**MLP61710** I’ve been so busy…I don’t know if I found a rope or lost my horse!—Shari Jenkins

**MLP61711** I’m gonna “cowgirl up” and blaze through this list!—Shari Jenkins

**MLP61712** This list just dills my pickle!—Shari Jenkins